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Introduction

Efficient spin injection from ferromagnets into Si, as a main-
stream semiconductor, is a key requirement for the develop-
ment of low power and high speed spin-based electronics 
[1–4]. One of the biggest challenges for achieving efficient 
spin injection into semiconductors in general is the conduc-
tivity mismatch between ferromagnets and semiconductors 
[5]. One way to overcome this obstacle is to use 100% spin-
polarized electrodes i.e. half-metallic materials [5]. Several 
Co-based Heusler alloys such as Co2FeSi (CFS), Co2MnSi 
(CMS), Co2Fe(Si,Al) (CFAS), all predicted by density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations as 100% spin-polarized 

materials, have been already implemented in a number of het-
erostructured spintronic devices [6–14]. We would like to note 
that the correlation between the calculated spin-polarization 
(SP) by DFT and the measured SP indirectly through transport 
device parameters or optical methods is not straightforward 
and requires careful consideration of several phenomena that 
arise from temperature effects, such as magnon and phonon 
effects etc [15]. In addition to the predicted 100% SP at the 
Fermi-level, these full-Heusler alloys have a very high magn-
etic moment (4–6 µB/per formula unit) and Curie temper-
ature (900–1100 K) [3]. These properties make the Co-based 
Heusler alloys ideal candidates for implementation in various 
spintronic devices including hybrid devices based on Si. In 
order to exploit their half-metallicity, it is crucial to preserve 
their atomic and electronic structure not only in the bulk-like 
part of the electrode but also at the interface with the semicon-
ductor (e.g. Si) with the ultimate goal to retain the 100% SP.
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resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy.
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The control of the atomic structure at the Heusler/Si inter-
faces has been very challenging and the major obstacle that has 
hampered the progress of very efficient spin injection into Si. 
Recent progress in growth has shown that the quality of these 
interfaces can be greatly improved, i.e. the spatial extent of the 
diffusion can be limited to a very narrow interface region [16]. 
However, even for ideal half-metallic electrodes and atomi-
cally abrupt interfaces, DFT studies predict a reduction of the 
SP in the vicinity of the interface, as reported for Heusler/
GaAs and Heusler/Ag interfaces in [17–19]. In other words, 
structural and chemical abruptness of the interface does not 
necessarily lead to an interface electronic structure desirable 
for spintronic devices. Therefore, it is of fundamental interest 
to study the interface atomic structure’s influence on the SP 
and consequently determine interface atomic configurations 
which retain a high SP.

In this letter, we employ first-principles calculations to 
show that the atomically sharp CFS(1 1 1)/Si(1 1 1) interface 
has reversed SP at the interface. This dramatic sign change 
of the SP at the Fermi-level from positive to negative at the 
interface could be detrimental for the spin injection effi-
ciency. This unfavourable spin-electronic configuration can 
be avoided completely by introducing a Si–Co–Si monolayer 
at the interface. The unexpected phenomenon of SP reversal 
has been also confirmed for CFAS and CMS films. Moreover, 
we show that in all studied interfaces, i.e. Co2(Fe,Mn)(Al,Si)/
Si–Co–Si/Si(1 1 1), the Si–Co–Si monolayer maintains the 
positive SP right up to the interface. It is worth noting that 
the CoSi2 phase is the end product when Si substitutes all Fe 
atoms in CFS, a process likely to be achieved due to the dif-
fusion of Si into the Heusler electrode. Indeed, we find CoSi2 
experimentally in the form of interfacial nanoislands, several 
atoms thick, fully epitaxially interwoven between the Si and 
CFAS Heusler electrode. These results confirm that the inter-
facial structure determined as Co2(Fe,Mn)(Al,Si)/Si–Co–Si/
Si(1 1 1) is thermodynamically stable, hence can be a target 
for subsequent studies of engineering interface structure with 
high spin polarisation.

Methods

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed 
using the CASTEP [20] code on periodically repeating super-
cells constructed from six Si and eight CFS unit cells along 
the [1 1 1] direction. The lateral (in the interface plane) lattice 
parameters were fixed while the perpendicular lattice param-
eter and the atomic coordinates were geometrically optimized. 
A PBE  +  U exchange-correlation functional was used, with a 
Hubbard U term of 2.1 eV for both d-block elements Co and 
Fe [21]. This value for U has previously been shown to open 
up the minority band-gap, approximately correcting for the 
delocalising effect of self-interaction with PBE alone [22]. 
Ultrasoft PBE pseudopotentials were used with a plane wave 
cut-off energy of 600 eV. The Brillouin zone was sampled 
using a Monkhorst–Pack grid with a k-point sampling spacing 
of 0.03 2π Å−1. Partial density of states (PDOS) were calcu-
lated using the OPTADOS [23] code with the fixed Gaussian 

broadening scheme. The potential—sum of the local part of 
the pseudo potential, Hartree term and exchange term, aver-
aged in-plane and along z over the unit cells of Si and CFS, 
is plotted along the direction normal to the interface plane. 
Valence band edges are calculated separately for bulk Si and 
CFS with respect to their averaged potential, and then offset 
for the calculated potential difference across the interface [24].

The CFAS thin film was prepared by co-deposition of Co, 
Fe, Si and Al using low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy 
[25]. A 25 nm thick CFAS film was deposited on a pre-cleaned 
10  ×  10 mm2 Si(1 1 1) substrate at room temperature. Cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy samples were 
prepared by conventional methods that include mechanical 
thinning and finishing with Ar-ion milling [26], as well as by 
focused-ion-beam (FIB). Atomic-level structural studies were 
performed by aberration-corrected (AC) scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) using high-angle-annular-
dark-field (HAADF) imaging on a Nion UltraSTEM 100 
microscope [27].

Results and discussion

We start with presenting the results for an atomically abrupt 
CFS/Si interface. Both the CFS film and the Si substrate are 
oriented along the [1 1 1] crystallographic direction. In addition 
to the shared [1 1 1] direction, the following epitaxial crystal-
lographic relationships are satisfied: CFS(1−10)||Si(−1 1 0) 
and CFS(11−2)||Si(11−2). This epitaxy in turn allows con-
struction of a supercell model with lateral dimensions equal 
to the Si(1 1 1), or equally to the CFS(1 1 1) in-plane lattice 
parameters. Along the [1 1 1] crystallographic direction, the 
bulk CFS structure consists of … Co|Fe|Co|Si … planes, i.e. 
every second plane is a Co plane separated by alternating Fe 
and Si planes. Three such motifs are required to produce the 
unit cell along this direction. It is worth mentioning that the 
CFS structure can be regarded as two superimposed zinc-
blende (GaAs type) lattices, Co–Si and Co–Fe, shifted by half 
of the [1 1 1] diagonal of the conventional cubic unit cell. This 
together with the epitaxy with respect to the Si substrate gives 
a shared Si(1 1 1) interface plane between the film and sub-
strate. The film bonding with Si is through the shared Si(1 1 1) 
plane from the Co–Si zinc-blende sub-lattice which leads to 
the following atomic plane stacking sequence in the interface 
vicinity: …Co|Fe|Co|Si|Si|Si|Si…, as shown schematically 
in figure  1(a). This particular atomic structure of the sharp 
interface with a shared Si plane is illustrated in figure  1(h) 
by presenting the atomic structure of CFAS on Si(1 1 1). 
Atomic relaxation analysis, obtained by DFT geometry optim-
ization, shows that the first two Co atomic planes (region s4 in 
figure 1(a)) at the interface retain their bulk-like geometries, 
in contrast to the first Fe plane that shows ~33% relaxation 
(towards the substrate) compared to its bulk-like position. 
This demonstrates the strong interaction between Fe and Si 
in the interface region, indicating the Si–Fe bonds’ hybridi-
sation. In order to reveal the electronic structure of the sharp 
interface model, especially the influence of the interface on 
the CFS half-metallicity at the interface vicinity, we calculate 
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spin-polarized PDOS, figures 1(b)–(g). For clarity, we divide 
the interface into six regions, labelled as s1–s6 (figure 1(a)). 
The bulk 100% SP of the CFS electrode at the Fermi-level 
extends up to a fraction of the CFS unit cell at the interface 
(regions s5 and s6). However, the electronic structure is drasti-
cally different for regions s3 and s4, with SP values for these 
layers of  −45% and  +6% respectively. Therefore, the first 
third of the CFS unit cell (region s4) is almost non-polarized, 
while the first dumbbell layer of Si (region s3) has induced 
spin-polarization with the opposite sign to that of bulk CFS. 
These negative-spin states are very localized both in the inter-
facial Si (s3 region) and the CFS (s4 region) layers, figures 1(d) 
and (e). This deviation of SP at the interface can have a detri-
mental effect on the spin injection into the Si due to increased 
spin-scattering probability at the interface. A detailed insight 
of the contribution of different atomic species to the electronic 
structure discussed above can be obtained by comparing the 
PDOS of interface atoms to those in the bulk-like environ-
ment. Spin-polarized PDOS emerging from Co, Fe and Si 
atoms are shown in the supplementary figure S1 (stacks.iop.
org/JPhysCM/28/395003/mmedia). The interface states arise 
due to the hybridisation between Si and Fe/Co atoms, which is 
also reflected in their relaxed geometric positions at the inter-
face, as discussed above. The reversed spin-polarization at the 
interface also indicates that the magnetic moment of Fe and 
Co will be different compared to their values in the bulk. The 
calculations show that the magnetic moment of the interfacial 
Fe (region s4) is reduced (3.2 µB) compared to its bulk value 
of 3.3 µB. In addition, the Co magnetic moment decreases 
from 1.3 µB in the bulk to 1.0 µB over the first three Co atomic 
planes in the CFS. In order to investigate whether this effect is 
only limited to CFS electrodes, we perform the same sets of 
calculations for CFAS/Si and CMS/Si abrupt interfaces (see 
supplementary figures S2 and S3). For all cases, calculations 
show that reversed SP takes place at the interface.

From the above discussion it is clear that suitable interface 
atomic engineering is required in order to avoid the detrimental 
reversed SP. Achieving this goal would require thermodynam-
ically stable monolayer(s) at the interface, that have similar 
structural lattice and elemental composition to the Heusler-
electrode and Si. Chemically, when Co/Fe-based alloys are 
heterostructured with Si, formation of Co or Fe silicide can be 
energetically favourable. Although the atomic structure at the 
interface depends on the kinetic effects during the growth of 
the heterostructure, in order to estimate whether Co or Fe sili-
cides are stable at the interface we calculated their formation 
energies. Among the number of Co and Fe silicides, CoSi2 and 
Fe3Si are of particular interest due to their crystal lattice match 
to that of CFS. For example, starting from the CFS structure, 
removing one Co sublattice and replacing the Fe sublattice by 
Si, leads to the CoSi2 silicide; similarly, by replacing the two 
Co sublattices in CFS with Fe, the Fe3Si silicide is obtained. 
First, we show that formation of Fe and Co silicides is more 
favourable than a sharp interface between CFS and Si. The 
difference in formation energies between (3CFS  +  10Si) and 
(Fe3Si  +  6CoSi2) is 5.1 eV in favour of the silicide’s forma-
tion. Separate calculations show that the formation energy of 
CoSi2 is  −0.37 eV/atom, while for Fe3Si is  −0.35 eV/atom, 
which means that amongst the silicide phases which share sim-
ilar lattice structure with that of the film and substrate, CoSi2 
is the most likely phase to be formed. Besides these general 
energetic considerations that point to the likely formation of 
a CoSi2 phase, the relative atomic composition between the 
film and substrate also favours the CoSi2 formation. In other 
words, the Co composition would gradually increase from 
zero in Si, one sub-lattice in CoSi2, to two sub-lattices in CFS, 
in contrast to the Fe3Si stoichiometry which would require a 
very high and abrupt gradient of the Fe concentration within 
several atomic planes at the interface. These conclusions for 
the stability of the CoSi2 phase as an intermediate/interface 

Figure 1. (a) Structural model of the abrupt CFS/Si interface shown along the [1 1 0] viewing direction. Red balls represent Si atoms, 
blue—Co, brown—Fe. (b)–(g) Spin polarized PDOS for the regions outlined in (a) and labelled as (s1)–(s6). Positive PDOS are for the 
spin-up states; negative for spin-down. (h) HAADF STEM image of the CFAS/Si interface imaged along the [1 1 0] direction, with overlaid 
structural model.
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phase were further confirmed by the experimental verification 
of the formation of CoSi2 nano-islands with thickness of 1–2 
monolayers at the CFAS/Si interface, as shown in figure 2 (see 
also supplementary figure S4).

A natural next step is to investigate the effect of CoSi2 
(non-magnetic in the bulk form) layers on the interface SP. 
Interface stability of such layers on Si has been experimentally 
verified already by the growth of thick CoSi2 films on Si [28]. 
Along the [1 1 1] direction, the CoSi2 unit cell contains three 
Si–Co–Si monolayers (figure 2(b)). The atomic stacking of 
this characteristic Si–Co–Si monolayer is similar to Co–Fe–

Co–Si layers in CFS with Fe planes replaced by Si and every 
second Co plane vacated (figures 2(a) and (b). Consideration 
of CoSi2 interfacial layers with thicknesses larger than a unit 
cell would certainly not be of much benefit since bulk CoSi2 
has no spin-polarization and any interface proximity effects to 
CFS will be limited only to the interfacial layers.

First we consider an interface model with a single Si–Co–Si 
monolayer between Si and CFS, (figure 3(a)). Figures 3(b)–(g)  
shows the PDOS in the interface region from which the SP 
can be extracted. The inclusion of a Si–Co–Si monolayer 

has a profound effect on the SP across the interface, with 
the most striking feature being the recovery of the positive 
SP in all interface layers: in contrast to the abrupt interface, 
the first interface layers of the CFS (region n5) show only a 
slight reduction of SP while the Si–Co–Si monolayer has an 
induced positive spin-polarization (~45%). We note that the 
two interface bilayers of Si (n3 and n2 regions) also have 
a small positive spin density of states, which makes them 
positively SP at the Fermi level (~75%). In contrast to the 
abrupt CFS/Si, the insertion of Si–Co–Si monolayer fully 
recovers the positive SP of CFS in the interface region. This 
continuous high SP in the vicinity of the interface can signif-
icantly improve the injection of spin-polarized current, since 
the spin-scattering at the interface which was demonstrated 
for the sharp interface case is eliminated. The beneficial 
effect of Si–Co–Si on the electronic structure of the interface 
region is also reflected in the recovery of the bulk magn-
etic moment. In comparison to the sharp interface, which 
requires four atomic planes of Co in CFS to recover the bulk 
magnetic moment of 1.3 µB, the magnetic moment on Co 
atoms when the Si–Co–Si layer is introduced immediately 
reaches the bulk value except for the Co atoms in the first 
interface plane (1.0 µB). This in turn demonstrates the sig-
nificant impact of the Si–Co–Si layer, which in essence pro-
vides an electronically and magnetically sharper interface 
in comparison to the structurally sharp CFS/Si interface. In 
addition to a single monolayer of Si–Co–Si, we also per-
formed calculations for a double monolayer (supplementary 
figure  S5) and a whole unit cell of CoSi2 (3 monolayers). 
The beneficial effects of the Si–Co–Si monolayers decrease 
as the number of monolayers is increased. These results are 
not unexpected since a thick layer recovers the bulk proper-
ties of CoSi2, a material that is non-magnetic and has no 
spin-polarization. Hence the practical implementation would 
require tailored growth of naturally occurring CoSi2 with 
continuous single monolayer coverage on Si. We would like 
to note that the beneficial effect of the Si–Co–Si monolayer 
has also been confirmed for CFAS and CMS electrodes (sup-
plementary figures S6 and S7).

Besides the SP in the interface vicinity, an additional 
important factor for spin injection is the position of the Fermi-
level with respect to the semiconductor conduction band edge. 
The spin transport from the conduction band of CFS to the 
conduction band of Si will be more efficient if the difference 
between these two characteristic energies is smaller. The 
potential difference for the majority (resp. minority) electrons 
between the film and substrate is 2.8 eV (resp. 2.3 eV) for the 
abrupt CFS/Si interface, while for CFS/Si–Co–Si/Si they are 
2.3 eV (resp. 1.8 eV). Therefore the presence of a Si–Co–Si 
monolayer lowers the average potential difference between 
the film and substrate by 0.5 eV (supplementary figure  S8). 
By using the calculated potential difference we plot the band 
alignment (figure 4) for the two interface models. Figures 4(a) 
and (b) demonstrate that for the sharp interface model the 
Fermi-level is positioned just next to the valence band for Si 
(<0.1 eV energy difference). However, the energy shift of the 
bands by 0.5 eV upon the inclusion of a Si–Co–Si monolayer 
pins the Fermi-level in the substrate band gap far away from 

Figure 2. Structural models for bulk (a) CFS and (b) CoSi2 (viewed 
along the [1 1 0] direction) showing the distinctive atomic plane 
stacking sequence along the [1 1 1] crystallographic direction. 
Dashed rectangles correspond to the red dotted line in (c) and 
outline that every second Co(1 1 1) plane from the CFS is not 
present in the CoSi2 structure. Colour coding follows from figure 1. 
(c) HAADF STEM image of the CFAS/Si interface showing 
the presence of the CoSi2 nano-island, outlined by the yellow 
dashed rectangle. (d) Intensity profile along the red line in (c) 
demonstrating the absence (in the region outlined by the yellow 
rectangle) of the Co atomic columns from the CFS structure, as 
expected for CoSi2 structure. Blue arrows outline the Co atomic 
column positions, while red the positions of the missing Co atomic 
columns. This profile shows the ‘h’ and ‘2h’ periodicity of Co 
atomic columns in the Heusler film and CoSi2, respectively.
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the valence band edge. This decreases the energy difference 
which must be overcome in order to transfer the carriers from 
the film to the substrate, which in turn improves the spin injec-
tion properties.

In summary, first-principles calculations have shown 
that the spin-polarization is reversed at atomically sharp 
Co2(Fe,Mn)(Al,Si)/Si(1 1 1) interfaces. Addition of a Si–
Co–Si monolayer, the formation of which is shown to be 
thermodynamically favourable at the interface, recovers the 
positive spin-polarization of the Heusler/Si interface and 
creates an electronically and magnetically abrupt interface, 
the ultimate goal for spin injection into Si. In addition, this 
monolayer shifts the Fermi-level from the valence band edge 
(abrupt interface case) towards the conduction band edge of 
Si. The significantly improved half-metallicity and smaller 
energy difference (i.e. Schottky barrier height) between 
the conduction band edges of the Si and the Heusler film, 
make this interface highly desirable for device applications. 
Finally, this work shows that the Heusler/Si(1 1 1) inter-
face’s electronic properties are critically dependent on the 
atomic structure, which allows tailoring of their properties 
as demonstrated by the insertion of a Si–Co–Si monolayer 
at the interface.
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